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Abstract. Many emerging on-line data analysis applications require applying
continuous query operations such as correlation, aggregation, and filtering to
data streams in real-time. Distributed stream processing systems allow in-network
stream processing to achieve better scalability and quality-of-service (QoS) pro-
vision. In this paper we presentSynergy, a distributed stream processing mid-
dleware that provides sharing-aware component composition. Synergy enables
efficient reuse of both data streams and processing components, while composing
distributed stream processing applications with QoS demands. Synergy provides
a set of fully distributed algorithms to discover and evaluate the reusability of
available data streams and processing components when instantiating new stream
applications. For QoS provision, Synergy performs QoS impact projection to
examine whether the shared processing can cause QoS violations on currently
running applications. We have implemented a prototype of the Synergy middle-
ware and evaluated its performance on both PlanetLab and simulation testbeds.
The experimental results show that Synergy can achieve muchbetter resource
utilization and QoS provision than previously proposed schemes, by judiciously
sharing streams and processing components during application composition.

Keywords: Distributed Stream Processing, Component Composition, Shared Process-
ing, Quality-of-Service, Resource Management.

1 Introduction

Stream processing applications have gained considerable acceptance over the past
few years in a wide range of emerging domains such as monitoring of network traffic
for intrusion detection, surveillance of financial trades for fraud detection, observa-
tion of customer clicks for e-commerce applications, customization of multimedia or
news feeds, and analysis of sensor data in real-time [1, 2]. In a typical stream pro-
cessing application, stream processingcomponents process continuous data streams
in real-time [3] to generate outputs of interest or to identify meaningful events. Of-
ten, the data sources, as well as the components that implement the application logic
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are distributed across multiple sites, constituting distributed stream processing sys-
tems (DSPSs) (e.g., [4–9]). Stream sources often produce large volumes of data in high
rates, while workload spikes cannot be predicted in advance. Providing low-latency,
high-throughput execution for such distributed applications entails considerable strain
on both communication and processing resources and thus presents significant chal-
lenges to the stream processing middleware design.

While a DSPS provides the components that are needed for an application execu-
tion, a major challenge still remains: Namely, how to selectamong different component
instances to compose stream processing applications on-demand. While previous efforts
have investigated several aspects of component composition [6, 7] and placement [8] for
stream applications, our research focuses on enablingsharing-aware component com-
position for efficient distributed stream processing. Sharing-aware composition allows
different applications to utilize i) previously generatedstreams and ii) already deployed
stream processing components. The distinct characteristics of distributed stream pro-
cessing applications make sharing-aware component composition particularly challeng-
ing. First, stream processing applications often have minimum quality-of-service (QoS)
requirements (e.g., end-to-end service delay). In a sharedprocessing environment, the
QoS of a stream processing application can be affected by multiple components that
are invoked concurrently and asynchronously by many applications. Second, stream
processing applications operate autonomously in a highly dynamic environment, with
load spikes and unpredictable occurrences of events. Thus,the component composition
must be performed quickly, during runtime, and be able to adapt to dynamic stream
environments. Third, a DSPS needs to scale to a large number of streams and com-
ponents, which makes centralized approaches inappropriate, since the global state of a
large-scale DSPS is changing much faster than it can be communicated to a single host.
Hence, a single host cannot make accurate global decisions.

Despite the aforementioned challenges, there are significant benefits to be gained
from a flexible sharing-aware component composition: i)enhanced QoS provision (e.g.,
shorter service delay) since existing streams that meet theuser’s requirements can
be furnished immediately, while the time-consuming process of new component de-
ployment is triggered only when none of the existing components can accommodate
a new request; and ii)reduced resource load for the system, by avoiding redundant
computations and data transfers. As a result, the overall system’s processing capacity is
maximized to meet the scalability requirements of serving many concurrent application
requests.

In this paper we presentSynergy, a distributed stream processing middleware that
provides sharing-aware component composition. Synergy isimplemented on top of a
wide-area overlay network and undertakes the composition of distributed stream pro-
cessing applications. Synergy supports both data stream and processing component
reuse while ensuring that the application QoS requirements1 can be met. The decision
of which components or streams to reuse is made dynamically at run-time taking into
account the applications’ QoS requirements and the currentsystem resource availability.
Specifically, this paper makes the following major contributions:

1 In this paper, we focus on the end-to-end execution time QoS metric, consisting of both
processing delays at different components and network delays between components.
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– We propose a decentralized light-weight composition algorithm that can discover
streams and components at run-time and check whether any of the existing compo-
nents or streams can satisfy the application’s request. After the qualified candidate
components have been identified, components and streams areselected and com-
posed dynamically such that the application resource requirements are met and the
workloads at different hosts are balanced.

– We integrate a QoS impact projection mechanism into the distributed component
composition algorithm to evaluate the reusability of existing stream processing
components according to the applications’ QoS constraints. When a component is
shared by multiple applications, the QoS of each application that uses the compo-
nent may be affected due to the increased queueing delays on the processors and the
communication links. Synergy’s approach is to predict the impact of the additional
workload on the QoS of the affected applications and ensure that a component reuse
does not cause QoS violations in existing stream applications. Such a projection can
facilitate the QoS provision for both current applicationsand the new application
admitted in the system.

– We have implemented a prototype of Synergy and evaluated itsperformance on
the PlanetLab [10] wide-area network testbed. We have also conducted extensive
simulations to compare Synergy’s composition algorithm toexisting alternative
schemes. The experimental results show that: i) Synergy consistently achieves much
better QoS provision compared to other approaches, for a variety of application
loads, ii) sharing-aware component composition increasesthe number of admitted
applications, while scaling to large request loads and network sizes, iii) QoS im-
pact projection greatly increases the percentage of admitted applications that meet
their QoS requirements, iv) Synergy’s decentralized composition protocol has low
message overhead and offers minimal setup time, in the orderof a few seconds.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the system
model. Section 3 discusses Synergy’s decentralized sharing-aware component composi-
tion approach and its QoS impact projection algorithm. Section 4 presents an extensive
experimental evaluation of our system. Section 5 discussesrelated work. Finally, the
paper concludes in Section 6.

2 System Model

In this section, we present the stream processing application model, describe the ar-
chitecture of the Synergy middleware and provide an overview of its operation. Table 1
summarizes the notations we use while discussing our model.

2.1 Stream Processing Application Model

A data streamsi consists of a sequence of continuous data tuples. A stream process-
ing componentci is defined as a self-contained processing element that implements an
atomic stream processing operatoroi on a set of input streams

∑

isi and produces a set
of output streams

∑

osi. Stream processing components can have more than one inputs
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Notation Meaning Notation Meaning

ci Component li Virtual Link
oi Operator si Stream
ξ Query Plan λ Application Component Graph

Qξ End-to-End QoS Requirements Qλ End-to-End QoS Achievements
pvi

Processor Load on Nodevi bli
Network Load on Virtual Linkli

rpvi
Residual Processing Capacity on Nodevi rbli

Residual Network Bandwidth on Virtual Linkli
τci

Processing Time forci xci,vi
Mean Execution Time forci onvi

σsi
Transmission Time forsi ysi,li

Mean Communication Time forsi on li

qt Requested End-to-End Execution Time t̂ Projected End-to-End Execution Time
poi

Processing Time Required foroi bsi
Bandwidth Required forsi

Table 1.Notations.

(e.g. a join operator) and outputs (e.g. a split operator). Each atomic operator can be
provided by multiple component instancesc1, . . . , ck. We associate metadata with each
deployed component or existing data stream in the system to facilitate the discovery
process. Both components and streams are named based on a common ontology [11]
(e.g.,oi.name = Aggregator.COUNT,si.name = Video.MPEGII.Birthday).

A stream processing request (query) is described by aquery plan, denoted byξ. The
query plan is represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) specifying the required
operatorsoi and the streamssj among them2. The CPU processing requirements of the
operatorspoi

, ∀oi ∈ ξ and the bandwidth requirements of the streamsbsj
, ∀sj ∈ ξ are

also included inξ. The bandwidth requirements are calculated according to the user-
requested stream rate, while the processing requirements are calculated according to
the data rate and resource profiling results for the operators [12]. The stream processing
request also specifies the end-to-end QoS requirementsQξ = [q1, ...qm], such as end-
to-end execution time and loss rate. Although our schemes are generic to additive QoS
metrics, we focus on the end-to-end execution time metric denoted byqt, which is
computed as the sum of the processing and communication times for a data tuple to
traverse the whole query plan.

The query plan can be dynamically instantiated into different application compo-
nent graphs, denoted byλ, depending on the processing and networking availabil-
ity. The vertices of an application component graph represent the components being
invoked at a set of nodes to accomplish the application execution, while the edges
represent virtual network links between the components, each one of which may span
multiple physical network links. An edge connects two componentsci andcj if the out-
put of the componentci is the input for the componentcj . The application component
graph is generated by our component composition algorithm at run-time, after selecting
among different component candidates that provide the required stream processing
operatorsoi and satisfy the end-to-end QoS requirementsQξ.

2.2 Synergy Architecture

Synergy is a wide-area middleware that consists of a set of distributed hostsvi

connected via virtual linksli into an overlay mesh on top of the existing IP network.

2 In general, there may be multiple query plans that can satisfy a stream processing request.
Query plan optimization however involves application semantics and is outside the scope of
this paper. Thus, in this work we assume the query plan is given.
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Synergy as a distributed stream processing middleware undertakes the component com-
position role to enable stream and component reusability while offering QoS manage-
ment. Figure 1 shows an overview of our architecture. Synergy leverages the underlying
overlay network for registering and discovering availablecomponents and streams in a
decentralized manner. In our current Synergy prototype we implement a keyword-based
discovery service [13] on top of the Pastry distributed hashtable (DHT) [14]. However,
our middleware can also be integrated with other DHTs, or unstructured overlays [15],
since discovery is an independent module of our system. Synergy adopts a fully dis-
tributed architecture, where any node of the middleware cancompose a distributed
stream processing application. After a stream processing request is submitted and a
query plan is produced, Synergy is responsible for selecting existing streams that satisfy
the query and candidate components that can provide the required operators.

Each Synergy node, denoted byvi, as illustrated in Figure 2, maintains ametadata
repository of active stream processing sessions, streams, and components (including
input and output buffers). Additionally, the architectureof a Synergy node includes the
following main modules: i) acomposition module that is responsible for running the
component composition algorithm and uses: ii) adiscovery module that is responsible
for locating existing data streams and components; iii) arouting module that routes
data streams between different Synergy nodes; and iv) amonitoring module that is
responsible for maintaining resource utilization information for vi and the virtual links
connected tovi. In the current implementation, the monitoring module can keep track of
the CPU load and network bandwidth. The current processor loadpvi

and the residual
processing capacityrpvi

on nodevi are inferred from the CPU idle time as measured
from the/proc interface. The residual available bandwidthrblj on each virtual linklj
connected tovi is measured using a bandwidth measuring tool (e.g., [16]). We finally
useblj to denote the amount of current bandwidth consumed onlj.

2.3 Approach Overview

We now briefly describe the basic operations of the Synergy middleware. A stream
processing application request is submitted directly to a Synergy nodevs, if the client
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is running the middleware, or redirected to a Synergy nodevs that is closest to the
client based on a predefined proximity metric (e.g., geographical location). Alternative
policies can selectvs to be the Synergy node closest to the source or the sink node(s)
of the application. A query planξ is produced, that specifies the required operators
and the order in which they need to be applied to execute the query. The processing
requirements of the operatorspoi

, ∀oi ∈ ξ and the bandwidth requirements of the
streamsbsj

, ∀sj ∈ ξ are also included inξ. The request also specifies the end-to-end
QoS requirementsQξ = [q1, ...qm] for the composed stream processing application.
These requirements (i.e.,ξ, Qξ) are used by the Synergy middleware running on that
node to initiate the distributed component composition protocol. This protocol produces
the application component graphλ that identifies the particular components that shall
be invoked to instantiate the new request.

D

C2 C4

C3

O1 O2

C1

S

Fig. 3.Probing example.

To avoid redundant computations, the sys-
tem first tries to discover whether any of the
requested streams have been generated by pre-
viously instantiated query plans, by querying
the overlay infrastructure. To maximize the
sharing benefit, the system reuses the result
stream(s) generated during the latest possible
stages in the query plan. Thus, the system only
needs to instantiate the remaining query plan
for processing the reusable existing stream(s), to generate the user requested stream(s).
The system then probes those candidate nodes that can provide operators needed in the
query plan, to determine: i) whether they have the availableresources to accommodate
the new application, ii) whether the end-to-end latency is within the required QoS, and
iii) whether the impact of the new application would cause QoS violations to existing
applications. Figure 3 gives a very simple example of how probes can be propagated
hop-by-hop to test many different component combinations.Assuming componentsc1

andc2 offer operatoro1, while componentsc3 andc4 offer operatoro2, and assuming
that the components can be located at any node in the system, probes will attempt to
travel from the source S to the destination D through pathsS → c1 → c3 → D,
S → c1 → c4 → D, S → c2 → c3 → D, and S → c2 → c4 → D. A
probe is dropped in the middle of the path if any of the above conditions are not
satisfied in any hop. Thus, the paths that create resource overloads, result to end-to-
end delays outside the requested QoS limits, or unacceptably increase the delays of
the existing applications, are eliminated. From the successful candidate application
component graphs, our composition algorithm selects the one that results in a more
balanced load in the system and the new stream application isinstantiated. The detailed
operation of Synergy’s sharing-aware component composition is described in the next
section.

3 Design and Algorithm

In this section, we describe the design and algorithm details of our Synergy dis-
tributed stream processing middleware, that offers sharing-aware component composi-
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tion. Synergy can i) reuse existing data streams to avoid redundant computations, and
ii) reuse existing components if the new stream load does notlead to QoS violations
of the existing applications. We first describe the decentralized component composition
protocol, followed by the detailed algorithms for stream reuse and component sharing.
Synergy’s fully distributed and light-weight compositionprotocol is executed when
instantiating a new application.

3.1 Synergy Composition Protocol

Given a stream processing request, the Synergy node first gets the locally generated
query planξ and then instantiates the application component graph based on the user’s
QoS requirementsQξ. Figure 4 shows an example of a query plan, while Figure 5
shows a corresponding component composition example. To achieve decentralized,
light-weight component selection, Synergy employs a set ofprobes to concurrently dis-
cover and select the best composition. Synergy differs fromprevious work (e.g., [6, 13])
in that it judiciously considers the impact of stream and component sharing on both the
new and existing applications. The probes carry the original request information (i.e.,
ξ, Qξ), collect resource and QoS information from the distributed components, perform
QoS impact projection, and select qualified compositions according to the user’s QoS
requirements. The best composition is then selected among all qualified ones, based on
a load balancing metric. The composition protocol, a high level description of which is
shown in Algorithm 1, consists of the following five main steps:

Step 1. Probe creation.Given a stream processing query planξ, the Synergy
nodevs first discovers whether any existing streams can be used to satisfy the user’s
request. The goal is to reuse existing streams as much as possible to avoid redundant
computations. For example, in Figure 4, starting from the destination,vs will first check
if the result stream (streams8) is available. If not, it will look for the streams one hop
away from the destination (streamss6 ands7), then two hops away from the destination
(streamss4 ands5) and so on, until it can find any streams that can be reused. We denote
this Breadth First Search on the query plan as identificationof themaximum sharable
point(s). The nodes generating the reusable streams may not have enough available
bandwidth for more streaming sessions or may have virtual links with unacceptable
communication latencies. In that case all probes are dropped by those nodes andvs

checks whether there exist components that can provide the operators requested in the
query plan, as if no streams had been discovered. The detailsabout determining the
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Algorithm 1 Synergy composition.

Input: query〈ξ, Qξ, 〉, nodevs

Output: application component graphλ
vs identifiesmaximum sharable point(s) in ξ

vs spawns initial probes
for eachvi in path

checks available resourcesAND checks QoS so far inQξ AND checksprojected QoS impact
if probed composition qualifies

performs transient resource allocation atvi

discovers next-hop candidate components fromξ

spawns probes for selected components
else

drops the received probe
vs selects the most load-balanced component compositionλ

vs establishes the stream processing session

maximum sharable points and about discovering sharable streams and components are
described in Section 3.2. Next, the Synergy nodevs initiates a distributed probing pro-
cess to collect resource and QoS states from those candidatecomponents that provide
the maximum sharable points. The goal of the probing processis to select qualified
candidate components that can best satisfyξ andQξ and result in the most balanced
load in the system. The initial probing message carries the request information (ξ and
Qξ) and a probing ratio, that limits the probing overhead by specifying the maximum
percentage of candidate components that can be probed for each required operator. The
probing ratio can be statically defined, or dynamically decided by the system, based
on the operator, the components’ availability, the user’s QoS requirements, current
conditions, or historical measurement data [6]. The initial probing message is sent
to the nodes hosting components offering the maximum sharable points. We do not
probe the nodes that are generating streams before the maximum sharable points, since
the overhead would be disproportional to the probability that they can offer a better
component graph than the one starting after the maximum sharable points.

Step 2. Probe processing.When a Synergy nodevi receives a probing message
called probePi, it processes the probe based on its local state and on the information
carried byPi. A probe has to satisfy three conditions to qualify for further propagation:
i) First, vi calculates whether the requested processing and bandwidthrequirementspoi

andbsj
can be satisfied by the available residual processing capacity and bandwidth

rpvi
and rblj , of the node hosting the component and of the virtual link theprobe

came from respectively. Thus, bothrpvi
≥ poi

and rblj ≥ bsj
have to hold3. ii)

Second,vi calculates whether the QoS values of the part of the component graph that
has been probed so far already violate the required QoS values specified inQξ. For
the end-to-end execution time QoS metricqt this is done as follows: The sum of the
components’ processing and transmission times so far has tobe less thanqt. The time

3 In the general case, where other node resources such as memory or disk space are to be taken
into account in addition to the processing capacity, congruent equations have to hold for them
as well.
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that was needed for the probe to travel so far gives an estimate of the transmission times,
while the processing times are estimated in advance from profiling [12]. iii) Third, vi

calculates the QoS impact on the existing stream processingsessions by admitting this
new request. In particular, the expected execution delay increase due to the additional
stream volume introduced by the new request is calculated. The details about the QoS
impact projection are described in Section 3.3. Similarly,the impact of the existing
stream processing sessions on the QoS of the new one is calculated. Both the new and
the existing sessions have to remain within their QoS requirements.

If any of the above three conditions cannot be met, the probe is dropped immedi-
ately to reduce the probing overhead. Otherwise, the node performstransient resource
allocation to avoid conflicting resource admissions (overallocations) caused by concur-
rent probes for different requests. The transient resourceallocation is cancelled after a
timeout period if the node does not receive a confirmation message to setup the stream
processing application session.

Step 3. Hop-by-hop probe propagation.If the probePi has not been dropped,
vi propagates it further.vi derives the next-hop operators from the query plan and
acquires the locations of all available candidate components for each next-hop operator
using the overlay infrastructure. Thenvi selects a number of candidate components to
probe, based on the probing ratio. If more candidates than the number specified by the
probing ratio are available, random ones are selected, or –if a latency monitoring service
[17] is available– the ones with the smallest communicationlatency are selected. If
no candidate components for the next operator are found, a new component has to be
deployed. We choose tocollocate this new component with the current one, deploying
it in the same node, if processing resources are available, as this approach minimizes
the communication delay between the two components. Other approaches for choosing
an appropriate location with regards to future needs can also be employed [8, 18]. Since
the probe processing checks will take place for the new component as well, possible
resource or QoS violations can be detected. While the resource allocation is transient,
the component deployment is permanent. If the particular application session is not
established through this path, the newly deployed component might serve other stream
processing sessions.

After the candidate components have been selected,vi spawns new probes fromPi

for all selected next-hop candidates. Each new probe in addition toξ (includingpoi
and

bsj
), Qξ, and the probing ratio, carries the up-to-date resource state ofvi, namelyrpvi

andrblj , and of all the nodes the previous probes have visited so far.Finally, vi sends
all new probes to the nodes hosting the selected next-hop components.

Step 4. Composition selection.After reaching the destination specified inξ, all suc-
cessful probes belonging to a composition request return tothe original Synergy nodevs

that initiated the probing protocol. After selecting all qualified candidate components,
vs first generates complete candidate component graphs from the probed paths. Since
the query plan is a DAG,vs can derive complete component graphs by merging the
probed paths. For example, in Figure 5, a probe can traversec10 → c20 → c40 → c60

or c10 → c30 → c50 → c60. Thus, vs merges these two paths into a complete
component graph. Second,vs calculates the requested and residual resources for the
candidate component graphs based on the precise states collected by the probes. Third,
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vs selects qualified compositions according to the user’s operator, resource, and QoS
requirements. LetVλ be the set of nodes that is being used to instantiateλ. We useci.o

to represent the operator provided by the componentci. The selection conditions are as
follows:

operator constraints : ci.o = oi, ∀oi ∈ ξ, ∃ci ∈ λ (1)

QoS constraints : qλ
r ≤ qξ

r , 1 ≤ r ≤ m (2)

processing capacity constraints : rpvi
≥ 0, ∀vi ∈ Vλ (3)

bandwidth constraints : rblj ≥ 0, ∀lj ∈ λ (4)

Among all the qualified compositions that satisfy the application QoS requirements,
vs selects the best one according to the following load balancing metricφ(λ). The
qualified composition with the smallestφ(λ) value is the selected composition.

φ(λ) =
∑

vi∈Vλ,oi∈ξ

poi

rpvi
+ poi

+
∑

lj∈λ,sj∈ξ

bsj

rblj + bsj

(5)

Step 5. Application session setup.Finally, the Synergy nodevs establishes the
stream processing application session by sending confirmation messages along the se-
lected application component graph. If no qualified composition can be found (i.e., all
probes were dropped, including the ones without stream reuse), the system node returns
a failure message. If all probes were dropped, apparently the existing components
are too overloaded to accommodate the requested application with the specified QoS
requirements, or nodes in the probing path are too overloaded to host components that
need to be deployed. New components can then be instantiatedin strategically chosen
places in the network [8, 18].

The goal of the described protocol is to discover and select existing streams and
components to share in order to accommodate a new application request, assuming
components are already deployed on nodes. This is orthogonal to the policies that
might be in place regarding new component deployment, whichis outside the scope
of this paper. Furthermore, Synergy is adaptable middleware, taking into account the
current status of the dynamic system at the moment the application request arrives.
Therefore, it does not compare to optimal solutions calculated offline that apply to static
environments.

3.2 Maximum Stream Sharing

Synergy utilizes a peer-to-peer overlay of the nodes in the system for registering and
discovering the available components and streams in a decentralized manner. As was
mentioned in Section 2.2, the current Synergy implementation is built over Pastry [14].
We follow a simple approach to enable the storage and retrieval of the static metadata
of components and streams in the DHT, which include the location (node) hosting the
component or stream. As was described in Section 2.1, each component and stream is
given a name, based on a common ontology [11]. This name is converted to a key, by
applying a secure hash function (SHA-1) on it, whenever a component or stream needs
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to be registered or discovered. On the DHT this key is used to map the metadata to
a specific node, with the metadata of duplicated components or streams being stored
in the same node. Configuration changes caused by node arrivals and departures are
handled gracefully by the DHT. Whenever components are instantiated or deleted,
or streams are generated by new application sessions, or removed because they are
not used by any sessions anymore, the nodes hosting them register or unregister their
metadata with the DHT.

The stream processing query planξ specifies the operatorsoi and streamssj needed
for the application execution. Using aMaximum Sharing Discovery algorithm, the
Synergy node in which the query plan was submitted utilizes the peer-to-peer overlay
for discovering existing streams and components. Since different users can submit
queries that have the same or partially the same query plans,we want to reuse ex-
isting streams as much as possible to avoid redundant computations. The goal of the
Maximum Sharing Discovery algorithm is to identify themaximum sharable point(s)
in ξ. This is the operator(s) closest to the destination (in terms of hops inξ), whose
output streams currently exist in the system and can (at least partially) satisfy the user’s
requirements. An extreme case is that the final stream or streams already exist in the
system, which can then be returned to the user directly without any further computation,
as long as the residual bandwidth and communication latencies permit so. For example
in Figure 4 if s8 is already available in the system, it can be reused to satisfy the
new query, incurring only extra communication but no extra processing overhead. In
that case, the maximum sharable point inξ is o6 and Synergy will prefer to use no
components if possible. If the final stream or streams are notavailable, the system node
backtracks hop-by-hop the query plan to find whether preceding intermediate result
streams exist. For example, in Figure 4, if result streamss8 and s7 are not found,
but s6 ands5 are already available in the system, they may be reused to satisfy part
of the query plan. By reusing those existing streams, the Synergy node will prefer to
compose a partial component graph covering the operators after the reused streams, if
the resource and QoS constraints permit so. In that case, themaximum sharable points
in ξ areo3 ando4 and only components offering operatorso5 ando6 will be needed. To
discover existing streams and existing components that might be needed, the peer-to-
peer overlay is utilized as was described.

3.3 QoS-Aware Component Sharing

To determine whether an existing candidate component can bereused to satisfy a
new request, we estimate the impact of the component reuse tothe latencies of the
existing applications. An existing component can be reusedif the additional workload
brought by the new application will not violate the QoS requirements of the existing
stream processing applications (and similarly the load of the already running appli-
cations will not violate the QoS requirements of the new application). To calculate the
impact of admitting a new stream processing application to the QoS of the existing ones
(and also the impact of the running applications to the potential execution of the one to
be admitted), a Synergy node that processes a probe utilizesa QoS Impact Projection
algorithm. This algorithm runs in all nodes with candidate componentsthrough which
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the probes are propagated. The QoS Impact Projection is performed for all the appli-
cations that use components on those nodes. If the projectedQoS penalty will cause
the new or the existing applications to violate their QoS constraints, these components
are not further considered and are thus removed from the candidate set. For example,
in Figure 5, candidate componentsc10 andc40 are used by existing applications and
with the new stream workload QoS violations are projected. Thus, c10 and c40 are
not considered as candidate components for the operatorso1 ando4 respectively. On
the contrary, even thoughc20 andc39 are used by existing applications, they are still
considered as candidate components for the operatorso2 ando3 respectively, because
no QoS violation is projected for them.

The QoS Impact Projection algorithm to estimate the effect of component reuse
works as follows: For each componentci, the node estimates its execution time. This
includes the processing timeτci

of the componentci to execute locally on the node
and the queueing time in the scheduler’s queue as it waits forother components to
complete. The queueing time is defined as the difference between the arrival time of
the component invocation and the time the component actually starts executing. We can
then determine the mean execution timexci,vi

for each componentci on the nodevi.
We assume a simple application behavior approximated by an M/M/1 queueing model
for the execution time. Our experimental results show that this simplified model can
provide good projection performance. Ifpvi

represents the load on the node hosting
componentci, the mean execution time for componentci on nodevi is given by:

xci,vi
=

τci

1 − pvi

(6)

The mean communication timeysi,li on the virtual linkli for the streamsi trans-
mitted from componentci to its downstream componentcj is estimated similarly: It
includes the transmission timeσsi

for the streamsi, and also the queueing delay on
the virtual link. If bli represents the load (consumed bandwidth) on virtual linkli
connecting componentci, the mean communication timeysi,li to transmit streamsi

through the virtual linkli is then given by:

ysi,li =
σsi

1 − bli

(7)

Given the processing timesτci
and the transmission timesσsi

required respectively
for the execution of the componentsci and the data transfer of the streamssi of an
application, as well as the current respective loadspvi

and bli , a Synergy node can
compute the projected end-to-end execution time for the entire application as:

t̂ = maxpath

∑

vi∈Vλ,li∈λ

(

τci

1 − pvi

+
σsi

1 − bli

)

(8)

where themaxpath is used in the cases where the application is represented by agraph
with more than one paths, in which case the projected execution time of the entire
application is the maximum path latency. The processingτci

and transmissionσsi
times

are however easily extracted from thepoi
and bsi

values which are included for the
corresponding operatorsoi and streamssi in the query planξ and have been calculated
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by combining the user requests with profiling [12]. The current loadspvi
andbli are

known locally at the individual nodes. These values are usedto estimate the local impact
δ of the component reuse on the existing applications as follows:

Let
τci

1−pvi

denote the mean execution time required for invoking componentci on
the nodevi by the application. After sharing the component with the newapplication,
the projected execution time would become:

τci

1−(pvi
+τci

) , where(pvi
+ τci

) represents

the new processing load on the node after reusing the component. We can then compute
the impactδ in the projected execution time for the entire application,as the difference
of the projected end-to-end execution time after the reuse,t̂′, from the one before the
reuse,̂t:

δ = t̂′ − t̂ =
τci

1 − (pvi
+ τci

)
−

τci

1 − pvi

(9)

The projected impactδ is acceptable ifδ+t̂ ≤ qt, in other words if the new projected
execution time is acceptable. In the above inequality,qt is the requested end-to-end
execution time QoS metric that was specified by the user inQξ. Similarly to ξ, it is
cached for every application on each node that is part of the application.t̂ is the current
end-to-end execution time for the entire application.t̂ is measured by the receiver of
a stream processing session and communicated to all nodes participating in it using a
feedback loop [15]. This enables the processing to adapt to significant changes in the
resource utilization, such as finished applications or execution of new components. For
an application that is still in the admission process,t̂ is approximated by the sum of the
processing and transmission times up to this node, as carried by the application’s probe.

Equation 9 summarizes the QoS Impact Projection algorithm.A Synergy node has
locally available all the required information to compute the impactδ for all applications
it is currently participating in. This information is available by maintaining local load
information, monitoring the local processor utilization,and cachingξ andQξ for all
applications it is running, along with their current end-to-end execution times. It uses
the projected application execution time to estimate the effect of the component reuse
on the existing applications, by considering the effects ofincreased processor load on
the time required to invoke the components.

This projection is performed for all applications currently invoking a component to
be reused, for all applications invoking other components located on the node, and also
for the application that is to be admitted. If the projected impact is acceptable for all
applications, the component can be reused. Otherwise, and if there are no other local
components that can be reused, the probe is dropped.

4 Experimental Evaluation

We now present the experimental evaluation of Synergy, boththrough our prototype
implementation over the PlanetLab [10] wide-area network testbed, and through simu-
lations. The prototype provided a realistic evaluation. Weused simulations in addition
to the prototype, to be able to test larger network sizes.
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4.1 Prototype over PlanetLab

Methodology. Our Synergy prototype was implemented as a multi-threaded system of
about 18000 lines of Java code, running on each of 88 physicalnodes of PlanetLab.
The implementation was based on the SpiderNet service composition framework [13].
Uniformly across the nodes were instantiated 100 components, with a replication degree
of 5. We used a probing ratio of 10%. Application requests asked for 2 to 4 compo-
nents chosen randomly and for the corresponding streams between the components. We
generated approximately 9 requests per second throughout the system. We generated
queries using a Zipf distribution withα = 1.6, expecting stream processing applications
to follow trends similar to media streaming and web content provision applications [19].
We also experimented with different request distributionsin the simulations.

We comparedSynergy against two different composition algorithms: ARandom
algorithm that blindly selected one of the candidates for each application component.
A Composition algorithm (such as [13]), that discarded those component candidates
whose hosting nodes would not have the required processing power or communication
bandwidth to support the request with the specified QoS and among the remaining
candidates it chose the ones that resulted in the minimum end-to-end delay.

Results and Analysis. In this set of experiments we investigated Synergy’s perfor-
mance and overhead in a real setting.

Average Application End-to-End Delay. Figure 6 shows the average application end-
to-end delay achieved by the three composition approaches for each transmitted data
tuple. Synergy offers a 45% improvement over Random and a 25%improvement over
Composition. The average end-to-end delay is in the acceptable range of less than a
second. Reusing existing streams offers Synergy an advantage, since for some of the
requests (fully or partially) only transmission and no processing time is required.

Successful Application Requests. An important metric of the efficiency of a com-
ponent composition algorithm is the number of requests it manages to accommodate
and meet their QoS demands, shown in Figure 7. Synergy successfully accommodates
27% more applications than Composition and 37% more than Random. Random does
not take the QoS requirements into account, thus misassignsa lot of requests. While
Composition takes operator, resource, and QoS requirements into account, it does not
employ QoS impact projection to prevent QoS violations on currently running appli-
cations. This results to applications that fail to meet their QoS demands during their
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Setup Time (ms) Random Composition Synergy

Discovery 240 188 243
Probing 4509 4810 3141

Total 4749 4998 3384

Fig. 9.Breakdown of average setup time.

execution, due to dynamic arrivals of new requests in the system. Synergy’s composi-
tion algorithm manages to increase the capacity of the system and also limit the QoS
violations.

Protocol Overhead. We show the overhead of the composition protocols which is
attributed to the probe messages in Figure 8. To discover components and streams we
use the DHT-based routing scheme of Pastry, which keeps the number of discovery mes-
sages low, while the number of messages needed to probe alternative component graphs
quantifies our protocol’s overhead. Synergy’s sharing-aware component composition
manages to reduce the number of probes: By being able to discover and reuse existing
streams to satisfy parts or the entire query plan, it keeps the number of candidate
components that need to be probed smaller. Also important isthat the overhead grows
linearly to the number of nodes in the system, which allows the protocol to scale to
larger numbers of nodes. The probing ratio is another knob that can be used to tune the
protocol overhead further [6]. While Random’s overhead could also be tuned to allow
less candidates to be visited, its per hop selections would still be QoS-blind.

Average Setup Time. Table 9 shows the breakdown of the average time needed for
an application setup, for the three composition algorithms. The setup time is divided in
time spent to discover components and streams and time spentto probe candidate com-
ponents. As is shown, the discovery of streams and components is only a small part of
the time needed to set up a stream processing session. The major part of the time is spent
in transmitting probes to candidate components and runningthe composition algorithm
in them. Sharing streams allows Synergy to save time from component probing, which
effectively results to 32% faster setup time than Composition. The total setup time is
only a few seconds. Having to discover less components balances out the cost of having
to discover streams. Discovering a stream, especially if itis the final output of the query
plan, can render multiple component discoveries unnecessary.

4.2 Simulations

Methodology. To further evaluate the performance of Synergy’s sharing-aware com-
position algorithm we implemented a distributed stream processing simulator in about
7500 lines of C++ code. The network topology fed to the simulator was a transit-stub
topology of 1500 routers, generated by the GT-ITM internetwork topology genera-
tor [20]. We simulated a large overlay network of 500 nodes chosen randomly from
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the underlying topology. Nodes and links were assigned processing and communication
capacities from discrete classes, to simulate a heterogeneous system.

A total of 1000 components were distributed uniformly across the nodes of the sys-
tem, with a uniform replication degree of 5. In other words, 200 unique components and
800 component replicas were instantiated at the nodes. Application requests consisted
of requests for 2 to 10 components chosen randomly and of streams of random rates
transmitted between the components. For each application we set its QoS requirement
30% higher than its projected execution time. We made experiments to investigate
both the performance of Synergy’s composition algorithm and its sensitivity to the
parameters mentioned above.

We comparedSynergy not only againstRandom andComposition, but also against
a Greedy algorithm that at each composition step selected the candidate component
that resulted in the minimum delay between the two components. Note, that this does
not necessarily result in the minimum end-to-end delay for the entire application. To
implement this algorithm in a distributed prototype some latency monitoring service
such as [17] would be needed. We included it in the simulations though, as a popular
centralized approach that provides results with low overhead.

Other than the average application end-to-end delay, whichincludes processing,
transmission, and queueing delays, our main metric for the algorithms’ comparison
was the success rate, defined as the percentage of application requests that get admitted
and complete within their requested QoS limits. This effectively captures the success of
a composition algorithm to provide the requested operators, resources, and QoS.

Results and Analysis. In this set of experiments we investigated the performance of
Synergy’s sharing-aware component composition algorithmfor increasing loads.

Scalability. Figure 10 shows the average end-to-end delay of all the applications
that are admitted in the system for increasing application load. Synergy consistently
achieves the minimum average end-to-end delay. Furthermore, it manages to maintain
the average end-to-end delay low, by not admitting more applications than those that
can be supported by the system. This is not the case with Random, Greedy, or the
Composition algorithm which do not employ QoS impact projection. As the number
of deployed and requested applications increases, the probability that existing streams
can be shared among applications increases as well. This gives Synergy an additional
advantage, which explains the slight decline of the averageend-to-end delay for large
numbers of application requests.
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Performance Gain Breakdown. To investigate what part of the performance benefit
of Synergy can be attributed to QoS Impact Projection and what part to Maximum
Sharing Discovery, we incorporated QoS projection to the Composition algorithm. Fig-
ure 11 shows how Composition together with the QoS projection (“composition +
projection”) compares to Composition and Synergy, in termsof achieved end-to-end
delay. QoS projection improves system performance particularly in high loads. While
for 100 requests Composition enhanced with projection offers only 8% lower delay than
plain Composition, that improvement rises to 42% for 500 requests.

System throughput capacity. Figure 12 shows the success rate for increasing request
load. The benefit of sharing-aware component composition isevident, as Synergy is
able to scale to much larger workloads, by reusing existing streams. QoS impact pro-
jection helps Synergy to achieve very high success rates by avoiding to disrupt currently
running applications. Cases of applications that miss their deadlines even with Synergy
can be explained by inaccurate estimations because of the current execution time update
frequency, or because of inaccuracies in the approximationof the execution time of
the admitted applications. As expected, random allocationresults in poor QoS. Greedy
allocation does not perform well either and the reason is that resources are assigned
hop-by-hop ad hoc, blindly to the applications’ end-to-endQoS requirements. Another
interesting observation is that ensuring that there will beenough resources to run the
admitted applications by eliminating resource violations, as the Composition algorithm
does, does not suffice for these applications to meet their QoS requirements.

In the following set of experiments we kept the number of application requests at
100, which was a reasonable load for all algorithms as Figure12 demonstrated. We then
investigated the sensitivity of Synergy to various parameters.

Sensitivity to Replication. Figure 13 shows the success rate, as a function of the
replication degree of the components in the system. The success of Synergy’s composi-
tion, as well as its advantage over the other composition algorithms is clear, regardless
of the replication degree of the components. Having more candidates to select from in
the composition process does not seem to affect the QoS of thecomposed applications.

Sensitivity to QoS Requirements. Figure 14 shows the success rate as a function of
the QoS demands of the applications. Even for very strict requirements, where applica-
tions can only tolerate a 10% of extra delay, Synergy’s QoS impact projection is able to
deliver in-time execution in more than 80% of the cases, whereas the other composition
algorithms (Random, Greedy, Composition) fail in as many as80% of the requests. As
QoS requirements become more lax, the performance of those algorithms improves.
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Fig. 15.Sensitivity to popularity of requests.

Yet, even in the case of a 50% tolerance in the delay, the best of them, Composition,
still delivers 12% less applications within their deadlines than Synergy.

Sensitivity to Popularity of Requests. To investigate how the distribution of user
requests affects Synergy’s performance in comparison to the rest of the composition
algorithms, we assumed a non-Zipfian distribution of application requests with a vary-
ing percentage of repetitions. Figure 15 shows the average end-to-end delay of all the
applications that are admitted in the system. Synergy utilizes stream sharing and thus
can deliver results for the repeated application requests without extra processing. For
a request repetition factor of 20% Synergy’s Maximum Sharing Discovery algorithm
offers 34% lower average end-to-end delay than Composition. For a repetition factor
of 40% Synergy achieves an improvement of 25% in comparison to load without any
repetitions. Since the rest of the composition algorithms do not offer stream reuse, their
performance is not affected by the repetition in application requests. That is as long as
the repetition factor is not extremely large, which would result in rejecting application
requests due to resource contention.

5 Related Work

Distributed stream processing [4, 9] has been the focus of several recent research
efforts from many different perspectives. In [8] and [18] the problem of operator place-
ment in a DSPS to make efficient use of the network resources and maximize query
performance is discussed. Our work is complementary, in that our focus is on the effects
of sharing existing operators, rather than deploying new ones. While [8] mentions
operator reuse, they do not focus on the impact on already running applications. [7]
describes an architecture for distributed stream management that makes use of in-
network data aggregation to distribute the processing and reduce the communication
overhead. A clustered architecture is assumed, as opposed to Synergy’s totally decen-
tralized protocols. Service partitioning to achieve load balancing taking into account
the heterogeneity of the nodes is discussed in [21], while load balancing based on the
correlation of the load distributions across nodes is proposed in [22]. While a balanced
load is the final selection criterion among candidate component graphs in Synergy as
well, our focus is on QoS provision. The distributed composition probing approach
is first presented in [6, 13]. Synergy extends this work by considering stream reuse
and evaluating the impact of component sharing. Our techniques for distributed stream
processing composition directly apply to multimedia streams [15, 23] as well.
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Application task assignment has also been the focus of many grid research efforts.
GATES [5] is a grid-based middleware for distributed streamprocessing. It uses grid
resource discovery standards and trades off accuracy with real-time response. While we
also address real-time applications, our focus is on the composition of the application
component graph. Similarly, work on grid resource management [24] focuses on opti-
mally assigning individual tasks to different hosts, rather than instantiatingcomposite
network applications. Work on resource discovery such as SWORD [25] can assist in
component composition, and is thus complementary to our work.

Component composition has also been studied in the context of web services from
many aspects, such as coordinating among different services to develop production
workflows [26], or providing reliability through replication [27]. Similar problems are
also encountered when providing dynamic web content at large scales [28], or personal-
ized web content [29], the changing and on-demand nature of which render them more
challenging than static content delivery [30]. While we focus on component composi-
tion for stream processing, our techniques may be applicable to other applications with
QoS requirements as well, such as composing QoS-sensitive web services.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented Synergy, a distributed stream processing middle-
ware that provides sharing-aware component composition. Synergy is built on top of
a totally decentralized overlay architecture and utilizesa Maximum Sharing Discovery
algorithm to reuse existing streams, and aQoS Impact Projection algorithm to reuse
existing components and yet ensure that the QoS requirements of the currently running
applications will not be violated. Both our prototype implementation of Synergy over
PlanetLab and our simulations of its composition algorithmshow that sharing-aware
component composition can enhance QoS provision for distributed stream processing
applications. Our future work includes the integration of iterative execution of Syn-
ergy’s composition protocol with techniques for application migration. This can enable
application adaptation to QoS-affecting changes in the environment, such as a node
failure or overload.
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